
Creative coaching

Celebrate. Cultivate. Transform.



More personal than an MFA and more strategic than

therapy, coaching combines creative growth,

business planning, and personal development 

in a unique and beautiful way.



There’s magic in being seen.

 

 



Are you ready to find ease, joy, and confidence in the creative process?

 

 the coaching process

Share Your Vision

We'll review your project
history, creative strengths,
areas of interest, and the
patterns and themes that

keep emerging in your work,
so you can do the work

you're meant to do.

Discover Your

Creative Identity

We can discuss plot,
theme, character

development, or any other
elements you struggle

with or want to
experiment with.

Elevate Your

Craft

We'll explore how you work
best, strategize about

sharing your work, and
how to care for your

creativity. At the end, we'll
set new goals and

intentions and develop the
accountability you need to

move forward with
confidence and clarity.

You'll give me an overview of
your work, what you're proud

of, and where you're
struggling, and we'll decide
what to focus on during our

time together. You're
welcome to email me to book

a discovery call!

 

Develop Your

Process

Pricing
$750 for an hour
$2500 for a month
$7500 for a season
$15,000 for a year

https://www.helloheidifiedler.com/contact


You deserve to adore your

creative life.

 



The Month

A dedicated month of
confidential and
generous coaching via
email
Expert guidance based
on my nearly 20 years
experience in publishing
A chance to work
together one on one
Advice that’s customized
to you and your career

The Season

Three months of
confidential and
generous coaching via
email
The accountability you
need to transform your
creative life
Plus customized writing
prompts, creative
practices, and curated
resources

The Hour

A real-time conversation
via the platform of your
choice
An hour of dedicated
attention
Practical advice and
clear next steps
The option to book again
whenever you're ready
for more guidance.

You bring the questions.

 I'll bring the answers!

The Year

A life-changing
partnership
Monthly check ins with
generous emails
Includes accountability,
practical advice, curated
resources, and expert
guidance on your
manuscript



It's time to feel energized 

and hopeful about your work. 



Your new book idea
Career goals
Finding an agent

We Can Discuss

Working in small pockets of time 
Marketing strategies
Balancing motherhood and creativity

Doing more experimental work
How to enjoy the writing process
Beginning, finishing, and so much more!



Book your 

session here.

let's make

book magic

together.

https://www.helloheidifiedler.com/creativecoaching

